
THE “POWERED BY SIMBA” PROMISE

THE NFT 
MARKETPLACE

BUILT FOR THE CONSUMER
Our Marketplace solution was designed with 
consumer-friendly NFT purchasing in mind. 
Accounts are simple to create and customers 
do not need a crypto wallet to purchase. 
Payment methods expand beyond crypto to 
include accessible forms such as credit cards 
and ACH. SIMBA uses Stripe for payments 
and Plaid for verification with new payment 
and verification methods on the roadmap. 

DIFFERENT WAYS TO SELL
Sales can be structured in many ways including 
One-of-a-Kinds, Collections, Series, Limited 
Editions, or Packs. New features and offerings 
will be routinely added. 

Selling NFTs can be done through a buy now 
price, traditional auctions, or blind auctions. 

Our platform also includes advanced 
engagement metrics and customer insights 
enabling you to know what resonates with 
fans. You can also incorporate existing 
customer identity systems and tracking. 

FUTURE-FOCUSED
SIMBA’s comprehensive blockchain platform 
and expertise ensures a robust roadmap that 
extends far beyond NFTs. Customers can 
benefit from our innovation for years to come.

info@simbachain.com574-914-4446simbachain.com/nft

• Dedicated to your brand
• Immediate revenue stream
• Turnkey end-to-end solution

• Secured with Integrity
• Future-focused
• Consumer Friendly

NFT MARKETPLACES

 NFTs 
DONE
RIGHT

NFT MARKETPLACES 
POWERED BY SIMBA
Your brand, your community, your Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) all 
controlled and customized by you. Unlock the value of your digital 
assets and NFTs for the people who love your brand!

The SIMBA’s NFT Marketplace is a white-labeled NFT buying and 
selling platform dedicated to your brand. Our turnkey, end-to-end 
solution creates an immediate, new revenue stream. Marketplaces 
are built on the robust SIMBA Platform which ensures unparalleled 
security and integrity.

MINTING 
ALL INCLUSIVE: SIMBA holds a full line of services for a successful 
launch. From engineering and project management to marketing and 
customer success, we are uniquely positioned to build and launch 
white-labeled NFT marketplaces. 

INTEGRITY: SIMBA solutions differ from the masses by ensuring 
NFT metadata is securely stored on chain. The metadata additionally 
contains a cryptographic hash of the media, providing a unique 
fingerprint of the asset. Our approach makes authenticity irrefutable 
and failsafe. 

BLOCKCHAINS
SIMBA’s Platform, powering the NFT Marketplace, currently supports 
nine blockchains with many more in the pipeline. We even support 
minting NFTs on Avalanche, a leading energy-efficient public 
blockchain. SIMBA’s Platform is built with sustainability in mind. 
Greener, faster, or less expensive blockchains can easily be added 
when they become available.

Ethereum Quorum Stellar RSK Avalanche Fabric SawtoothBinance Burrow
Hyperledger


